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"Big Banks Cash In on Commodities" 
The Wall Street Journal / June 2, 2011 

 

Wall Street is tapping a real gusher in 2011 as heightened volatility and higher prices of oil and other 

raw materials boost banks' profits. 

 

A group of 10 large banks including Goldman Sachs Group (NYSE: GS - News) , Morgan Stanley 

(NYSE: MS - News), J.P. Morgan Chase (NYSE: JPM - News), Citigroup (NYSE: C - News), Bank of 

America (NYSE: BAC - News) and Barclays PLC (NYSE: BCS - News) saw their commodities 

revenues increase by 55% in the first quarter according to Coalition, a firm that analyzes the 

performance of investment banks.  After a disappointing 2010, commodities was the fastest-growing 

segment in banks' fixed-income businesses in the first 3 months of this year even though it still accounts 

for just 7% of banks' total fixed-income revenues, Coalition said. 

 

Commodities trading is a bright spot for institutions that face new regulatory clampdowns on 

practices that previously fattened bank profit margins such as trading with their own capital and slapping 

customers with hefty "overdraft" fees.  Oil is up about 10% so far this year, settling at $100.29 a barrel 

Wednesday.  And commodities such as gold and copper are close to all-time highs. 

 

J.P. Morgan has emerged as one of the biggest beneficiaries of the commodities boom sweeping 

Wall Street.  The bank's commodities unit -- which employs about 1,800 people, more than any of its 

rivals -- made more money during the first quarter than through all of last year according to people 

familiar with the matter.  So far this year, the unit has earned roughly $750 million and is on course to 

beat its 2011 internal target of $1.2 billion, these people added.  The J.P. Morgan unit earned just $514 

million for all of 2010, falling far short of its goals. 

 

[More from WSJ.com: Thinking Local on Trading Stocks ] 

 

The performance at J.P. Morgan is largely the result of a recent acquisition and the run-up in prices 

and volatility levels.  But the early results are being celebrated inside the halls of J.P. Morgan after the 

bank struggled through defections, miscues, bad press, and a coal trade that cost the firm $130 million in 

2010.  The New York bank is making a bold and costly bet that a recent string of commodities-trading 

acquisitions will transform the operation into an industry leader and unseat rivals Goldman Sachs and 

Morgan Stanley.  A bank spokeswoman declined to comment on any commodity-trading dollar figures 

which it doesn't make public. 
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Commercial banks such as J.P. Morgan and Bank of America may have an edge over rivals like 

Goldman Sachs and Morgan Stanley as new financial rules force Wall Street to cut back on "proprietary 

trading" with the bank's own capital and turn the focus of their business toward helping clients.  

Commodities desks at commercial banks can tap a larger corporate client base, offering hedging services 

to producers and consumers of raw materials, facilitating transactions for hedge funds, and selling 

commodity-linked investment products to pensions and sovereign-wealth funds. 

 

The revenue jump takes some heat off J.P. Morgan's embattled head of commodities Blythe Masters, 

who went before the board last fall to explain why her group had fallen short of its goals and assured 

employees she still had the support of her superiors.  Her boss Jes Staley (who runs the investment bank) 

had indicated he would re-evaluate the business this year if revenue dipped below $1 billion according 

to a person familiar with the matter. 

 

[More from WSJ.com: Fed Holds Steady as Economy Slows] 

 

J.P. Morgan isn't the only financial-services firm getting a commodities lift this year.  At Credit 

Suisse AG (NYSE: CS - News), commodity-trading revenue for the first quarter was $74 million as 

compared with a loss of $66 million during the same period last year.  At Goldman's fixed-income 

group, commodities were the only division that showed revenue growth in the first quarter, bucking the 

trend of a 28% decrease in the bank's fixed-income business including credit products, interest-rate 

products, and currencies. 

 

Similarly, Morgan Stanley reported higher revenue in commodities, despite a 35% fall in its fixed-

income-group revenue during the last quarter.  Bank of America and Deutsche Bank (NYSE: DB - 

News) were also up according to people familiar with the situation. 

 

J.P. Morgan's jump so far in 2011 is larger than its peers' partly 

because it started from a lower base.  The firm recorded only about 

$35 million in commodities-trading revenue through the first 2 

quarters of 2010.  It also is benefitting from a series of acquisitions 

of assets from RBS Sempra Commodities -- a deal that gave the 

bank a larger client base in oil, natural gas, power, and metals.  

Earlier purchases of Bear Stearns and assets from UBS gave the 

firm a larger presence in energy and agriculture. 

 

So far this year, oil and other commodities have gone through 

wild gyrations amid concerns over supply shortages caused by 

unrest in the Middle East and raging inflation in emerging 

countries, a distinct reversal from last year's tepid performances.  

Crude oil's volatility level shot up to 45.16 in early March -- a level 

unseen for a year according to the Chicago Board Options 

Exchange.  As prices move up and down sharply, oil producers and 

airlines that want to lock in their profit margins or costs are turning 

more often to banks for hedging help. 

 

[More from WSJ.com: When the Value of Housing Ruins the Home ] 

 

At J.P. Morgan, the energy desk has been a main driver of this year's strong performance, 

contributing roughly half of total revenue for the commodities unit to date (or roughly $370 million).  

That is more than double its revenue for all of last year. 
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A recent industry survey showed J.P. Morgan's energy desk has expanded its client base 

significantly over the past 2 years.  It now has vaulted to become the top energy dealer, surpassing 

Goldman Sachs and Morgan Stanley.  By the measure of the number of clients it deals with, it now has 

41% of the over-the-counter energy market (up from 34%) according to Greenwich Associates. 

 

J.P. Morgan's oil desk has been an important factor in the success of the bank's commodities 

business.  The desk is run by Jeffrey Frase (a former Goldman Sachs trader for 17 years who jumped to 

Lehman Brothers Inc. in 2007, the year before it failed) to run its oil desk. 

 

Lehman went under in September 2008 and Mr. Frase joined J.P. Morgan in October 2008.  He is 

known in the oil-trading community as a "sustainable earner", said one person familiar with J.P. 

Morgan's commodities group. 

 

A J.P. Morgan spokeswoman said Mr. Frase declined to comment. 

 

Some notable trades that worked well for Mr. Frase's group in the first quarter included one on the 

widening spread between Brent and Nymex crude oil (the two benchmark prices) which helped return 

about $38 million in the first quarter.  J.P. Morgan also made money on fuel oil and Asian oil markets 

according to people familiar with the matter. 

 

The desk took a hit in early May when commodities were sold off broadly, giving back some of its 

gains. 

 

Another group that has performed well is natural-gas liquids, headed by Stuart Kinder.  It made 

roughly $60 million through late May according to people familiar with the matter. 

 

The base-metals unit -- helped by the 2010 acquisition of the Henry Bath warehousing business from 

RBS Sempra -- has made more than $100 million.  The precious-metals unit has made roughly $75 

million and agriculture more than $50 million, these people added. 

 

 

Write to Carolyn Cui at carolyn.cui@wsj.com and Dan Fitzpatrick at dan.fitzpatrick@wsj.com 

 

 

● The Repeal of the Glass-Steagall Act which allowed Big Banks to invest in the Commodities markets 

(including oil) with only a 5% margin 

(http://www.stealthskater.com/Science.htm#Banks ) =>  doc   pdf   URL-doc   URL-pdf   

 

● the hidden history of the Nation's worst financial crisis since the Great Depression and the Legislative 

Action that suspended Government oversight on the risky derivatives market 

(http://www.stealthskater.com/Science.htm#Banks ) =>  doc   pdf   URL-doc   URL-pdf  

 

 

Comments 
 

1.  A Yahoo! User / Thu Jun 02, 2011 12:02 pm EDT 

Let me see if I have this right.  They borrow money for free so they can run up the cost of 

goods to the average Joe whom they will not lend to unless they can secure the loan using a CD.  
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2.  whatever / Thu Jun 02, 2011 12:03 pm EDT 

"A group of 10 large banks including Goldman Sachs Group ... saw their commodities 

revenues increase by 55% in the first quarter...." 

 

Wow! Shocking!  Goldman Sachs wrote the Commodities Exchange Act; handed it to 

Congress (i.e., their "employees") to pass; and made lots of money on commodities???  Gee, who 

would have guessed it??  Oh, and food derivatives.  They wrote and passed that one, too. 

 

 

3. / Thu Jun 02, 2011 12:06 pm EDT 

Free flip that bond money gassed into commodities.  All aboard for raping America.  Liquidate 

the big banks or forever subsidize their collusion inflation tricks. 

 

 

4.  A Yahoo! User / Thu Jun 02, 2011 12:06 pm EDT 

Commodities -- the new Wall Street playground.  Funded with QE. 

 

 

5.  Go Steelers / Thu Jun 02, 2011 12:08 pm EDT 

Keep in mind that volatility is the friend of the banks.  Volatility means higher volumes of 

trades and more fee income.  So when you hear "analysts" reporting trends, supply data, and price 

projections, they are doing it for the sole purpose of increasing volatility and fee income. 

 

 

6.  Art / Thu Jun 02, 2011 12:08 pm EDT Report 

Maybe after JP Morgan gets through manipulating the gold and silver along with the 

Government's backing, they may leave enough for the rest of us to make money. 

 

 

7.  AAK / Thu Jun 02, 2011 12:10 pm EDT 

This is Classic example of how GS and MS make money by releasing analysis on oil the way 

they want to make money.  One day they say demand for oil is coming down and the other day 

demand for oil is going up and change the OIL target price up-and-down as per their investment 

needs.  Please make money at the cost of common man without touching the product (oil).  Great 

way of making the money.  Wish the common man also had a way to make money this way.  Ha 

Ha Ha.  Wish Wish! 

 

 

8.  Ghost writer / Thu Jun 02, 2011 12:11 pm EDT 

Nothing has changed.  All banks are speculating. 

 

 

9.  scott s / Thu Jun 02, 2011 12:11 pm EDT Report Abuse 

Let's see...  Goldman and Morgan Stanley borrow billions from the Federal Reserve at 0.5% or 

less and then speculate in oil, corn, and cotton.  And you wonder why energy and food prices are 

soaring.  In effect, they are using YOUR own money to steal from you.  Savers are getting what 

return at the bank?  Because the Fed has pushed down rates to absurdly low levels so the banks can 

speculate on commodities! 

 

 

10.  scott / Thu Jun 02, 2011 12:18 pm EDT 
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Once again, the Public is getting screwed.  First TARP (funded with our money of course) and 

now artificially inflating commodity prices that drive up the cost of goods that we purchase.  I'm 

sure our forefathers that built this Country (for the people by the people) didn't have this in mind. 

 

 

11.  A Yahoo! User / Thu Jun 02, 2011 12:21 pm EDT 

Cool.  How much are they giving to the taxpayers? 

 

I think it's time we serve justice to the bankers. 

 

 

12.  commentdtown87 / Thu Jun 02, 2011 12:22 pm EDT 

That wasn't expected! (sarcasm of course).  When you have as much effect on people investing 

as they do, then making money should be pretty easy.  It's like fishing with dynamite in a kiddie 

pool. 

 

 

13.  commentpon / Thu Jun 02, 2011 12:24 pm EDT Report Abuse 

We now have proof that speculation is driving up prices of food and energy. 

 

 

14.  commentthe truth / Thu Jun 02, 2011 12:24 pm EDT 

Why in God's name do we want commercial banks investing depositor's funds in commodity 

derivatives, leveraged to the maximum extent permitted by regulation?  Nutbaggers? 

 

 

15.  Texan / Thu Jun 02, 2011 12:35 pm EDT 

Jesus H. Christ!!  Banks manipulating the commodity market.  This shit has got to stop!  I 

build HVAC coils for a living with copper and aluminum being the majority of a coils 

construction.  Everyone in my industry has been trying to figure out WHY the prices for these 

metals are at an all-time high while demand has dropped 25% in the last 3 years.  Now we know. 

 

And it does affect everyone.  Your typical 4 ton home A/C has gone from $5,000 installed to 

close to $10,000 installed. 

 

Call your banker, set up an appointment, and go to him for a big kiss.  He owes you that for 

screwing you up your arse! 

 

 

16.  Don / Thu Jun 02, 2011 12:37 pm EDT Report 

Who were the big losers 2 years ago when oil dropped from $144 a barrel to $40 in a month?  

Would you guess it was the banks that "We the People" through our Government had to bail out! 

 

 

17.  Jasper / Thu Jun 02, 2011 12:38 pm EDT 

When the great commodity deflation occurs, some of these banks will get caught going long.  

Others (probably the smarter guys like GS) will be long gone.  Of course, all of the "little guys" 

have already joined the herd buying up gold, silver, and oil because they are the only "real" 

currencies, etc. 
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Oil will be back down to 50 bucks; silver will be at 20; and gold will be at 900 AT SOME 

POINT.  There will need to be a huge driver of people needing liquid cash at any price (remember 

2008?) -- say if the stock market totally tanks or the debt shell game finally unravels and everyone 

needs to sell to pay back everyone else -- that is when the commodity bubble will burst. 

 

Don't count the dollar out, folks. 

 

 

18.  No Way Out / Thu Jun 02, 2011 12:46 pm EDT 

Celebrate the free market system.  All profit is good profit!!  A self-induced bubble in 

commodities creates profits and big bonuses for banking execs while businesses and consumers 

suffer with higher prices and volatility.  Haven't we seen this movie before?  It will no doubt end 

the same but much quicker than the residential real estate bubble that represented the largest asset 

class in the World while the commodities markets are much smaller.  Smaller markets make for 

quick rising and quick popping bubbles. 

 

 

19.  Joe / Thu Jun 02, 2011 12:46 pm EDT 

These terrorist organizations have a lot nerve calling themselves 'banks'.  Why are they allowed 

to take funds insured by the Taxpayers and speculate in the commodity market? 

 

Wonder why food & gasoline prices are going through the roof?  Look no further than the likes 

of JP Morgan. 

 

Yep Bernanke, all that free money you are giving our largest most corrupt banks is going to 

"good use".  Instead of these shameless bonus crooks lending and putting the money into areas of 

need, they are riding the commodity trade, manipulating the futures market, killing the Middle 

Class. 

 

Negative real interest rates are devastating savers and rewarding the gamblers.  Unfortunately, 

these speculators are our banks -- the ones Taxpayers will have to bailout again in the coming 

years for their bets gone bad. 

 

Will any of these thieves have to return their bonuses and their outrageous salaries or see 

prison time when this next ponzi scheme collapses and pushes our economy back into depression?  

Well if the housing debacle they engineered is any indication, the answer is no. 

 

 

20.  A Yahoo! User / Thu Jun 02, 2011 12:51 pm EDT 

What a rigged game between DC and Wall St!  So 'We the People' bailout the banks who then 

turnaround and over tighten lending standards on the average working person so people can't get 

loans.  However, they have $$'s courtesy of us to play in commodities which of course creates 

another bubble which is now squeezing Main Street and will tank us yet again. 

 

 

21.  Marie / Thu Jun 02, 2011 12:55 pm EDT 

The banks are using free money supplied by the taxpayers via the Fed and bailouts to drive up 

the price of oil and commodities through speculation. 

 

We need to decouple and eliminate the inbreeding between Goldman Sachs, Morgan Stanley, 

and Bankruptcy Ben (Bernanke) at the Fed. 
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22.  Stupidis Asstupiddoes / Thu Jun 02, 2011 12:55 pm EDT 

We need to get Organized and Start Slicing off Heads like the French Got Fed up With (no pun 

intended). 

 

I'm FED Up!  We provided Bailouts for the Communists to Hang by the Very Rope they 

Bought from Us at 200 times the Value. 

 

 

23.  gigi / Thu Jun 02, 2011 12:56 pm EDT 

Mr. Boehner, Paul Ryan, and Eric Cantor:  The reason Republicans have ruled out any tax 

increases including any plans to END tax cuts for high-earners enacted in 2001 and 2003 is 

because the enactment of the 1999 financial service Modernization Act and the Commodity 

Futures Modernization Act of 2000 Brought very large windfalls to some very rich people and 

Republicans just can't have that tax break repealed or they will lose their campaign contributions.  

Those tax cuts don't help the Middle Class and they will not get our vote or contributions. 

 

Social Security and Medicare do help the Middle Class and we cannot AFFORD to pay for our 

health insurance after retirement.  We saw this under the Bush administration's move to privatize 

Medicare.  It was too expensive for people that are on S.S. and people making Minimum wage.  

And the coverage was not good.  How about working on Tax Breaks for CORPORATE and 

BANKING WELFARE and TAX WELFARE for the rich and FARMING WELFARE in the way 

of crop subsidies for TOO BIG TO FAIL FARMERS.  Stop devaluing the AMERICAN DOLLAR 

so these people can feed on us like a bunch of piranha. 

 

 

24.  Army Two / Thu Jun 02, 2011 01:03 pm EDT 

No no no!  The banks' profits comes from bailout taxpayers money given by the Federal retards 

so their CEOs can make millions on bonuses and gamble with the money. 

 

 

25.  Jack / Thu Jun 02, 2011 01:04 pm EDT 

I thought the banks weren't investing their money according to Bernanke.  What a @#$% liar!  

I thought commodities prices just moved on their own, not due to money printing like Obama said. 

 

 

26.  Port3351 / Thu Jun 02, 2011 01:11 pm EDT 

Economic Terrorism is America's true threat.  The banks are raking in money speculating 

commodities at the expense of virtually every other sector of the economy (especially the Middle 

Class).  Looks like Congressman Eric Cantor followed through on his promise. 

 

 

27.  A Yahoo! User / Thu Jun 02, 2011 01:11 pm EDT 

It's too bad that there is no wage speculation. 

 

 

28.  Jerome Faceete / Thu Jun 02, 2011 01:12 pm EDT 

Crazy.  These banks are cashing in on bailouts, bonuses, QE1 QE2, bond buyback, and low 

interest loans and bankrupting homeowners Chap 7 and 13 where they can get there savings.  MBS 
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fraud and other derivatives fraud was covered up by Dodd-Frank Act.  TOO BIG TO FAIL as 

Sheila Bair FDIC said was TOO BIG FOR JAIL. 

 

Don't let them fool you.  Other derivatives caused this economic mess, not MBS.  The 

Government told us the recession ended June 2009.  Call your Senate and House reps and 

complain.  Otherwise we are sinking into a QUADtruple dip recession.  Tell your reps you do not 

like bailouts for multi-internationals that take our bailout money and create jobs overseas. 

 

Who got trillions in bailouts?  Go to www.federalreserve.gov and investigate.  Foreigners got 

bailout, not only foreign banks.  The bailout gifts occurred in 2008.  TWO YEARS LATER, 

Bernanke released the info on December 01, 2010 before the holidays when no one was really 

paying attention.  During the holiday season, people are busy with end-of-year and holiday 

schedules. 

 

SIVs ???  Leveraged against leveraged debt for the rich. 

Bailouts -- 10 Trillion plus (estimated) for Wall Street and the mega banks 

Housing scam -- 7 Trillion plus (estimated) in bankruptcies, underwater houses 

Citigroup -- 2.2 Trillion 

Merrill Lynch -- 2.1 Trillion 

Morgan Stanley -- 2 Trillion 

Bear Stearns 960 -- Billion 

Bank of America 887 -- Billion (absorbed Merrill Lynch) 

Goldman Sachs 615 -- Billion 

JPMorgan Chase 178 -- Billion 

Wells Fargo 154 -- Billion 

GMAC (renamed to Ally) -- 17.2 Billion 

 

FOREIGN banks getting US BAILOUT:  

European Central Bank, Bank of England, Bank of Japan, Swiss bank -- UBS 165 Billion 

Deutsche Bank -- 97 Billlion 

Royal Bank of Scotland -- 92 Billion 

 

OTHER BAILOUT FACILITIES RENAMED but U.S. Taxpayer money: 

POMO, TAF, TARF, TSLF, PDCF, TARP, CPFF, Agency MBS, CBLS for CDS, Maiden 

Lane I, II, 

 

 

29.  WarParty21012 / Thu Jun 02, 2011 01:14 pm EDT 

These aren't banks.  They are "too big to fail" hedge funds.  I guess we didn't learn a thing. 

 

 

30.  concernedcitizen / Thu Jun 02, 2011 01:16 pm EDT 

So banks do not lend money to consumers because of the risk?  Ten they speculate with 

commodities?  Then the economy is not recovering and they have no clue why.  I wonder if this 

"highly-educated" upper management people are brain dead. 

 

 

31.  Jerome Faceete / Thu Jun 02, 2011 01:20 pm EDT 

Why did Congress change the INDIVIDUAL bankruptcy laws in April 2005 (to make it more 

difficult to file)?  They added "means tests" for Chap 7 and Chap 13 filers and then gave trillions 

in bailout to Wall Street, mega banks, and foreign banks!  This plan bankrupts American citizens 
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and makes the rich FAT CATS to buy everything up on fire sales.  The crisis was engineered to 

LOOT the Middle Class rather than directly stealing the retirements.  Bonuses for bailouts?  Come 

on, get real! 

 

 

32.  Neil / Thu Jun 02, 2011 01:25 pm EDT 

Banks do bad investments and taxpayers bail them out.  They get 0% money and they don't 

lend to consumers.  The economy and people suffer.  They speculate with commodities and 

consumers suffer because of higher prices that consumers pay.  My only question then is why do 

we need banks? 

 

 

33.  commentreality fan / Thu Jun 02, 2011 01:26 pm EDT 

So let me get this straight.  Another article talks about lowering their ratings.  And yet they are 

earning 55% in these investments.  And still I get a lousy 0.00001 % on anything I keep in the 

bank.  They all need to get real! 

 

 

34.  Stupidis Asstupiddoes / Thu Jun 02, 2011 01:27 pm EDT 

The U.S. Military and Government Politicians are Daring Us to do something about this -- take 

up arms and change it.  Once we do, they will implement their little Plan waiting in the wings for 

us to Fight Back.  That is really what this is about, people. 

 

They are going to keep on pushing and shoving until we Stand Up for ourselves. 

 

 

35.  commentanonymous / Thu Jun 02, 2011 01:28 pm EDT 

This is a gift from Ben Bernanke to his big allies at the cost of high gas/food prices affecting 

millions of Americans.  This guy should be kicked out and investigated/prosecuted! 

 

 

36.  John H / Thu Jun 02, 2011 01:28 pm EDT 

Big banks do not need to give out loans anymore.  They just need to trade commodities to 

make money.  Consumers pay for their gain. 

 

 

37.  Stanley / Thu Jun 02, 2011 01:33 pm EDT 

These financial giants are leeches on society.  They speculate and manipulate prices higher to 

their gain and our loss.  The Rich get richer and the Middle Class suffers.Reply.0 users liked this 

comment  

 

 

38.  Larry / Thu Jun 02, 2011 01:48 pm EDT 

The Government should hire more people to watch the Market and triple tax the banks on 

commodities tradings.  [SS note: taxing corporations, businesses doesn't do any good as long as 

they can pass on those expenses to consumers.] 

 

 

39.  Fritz_Schnabel / Thu Jun 02, 2011 01:49 pm EDT 

"Price Discovery?"  "Hedging?" 
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No.  It's now the playpen of huge funds and banks for profit manipulation.  And everyone from 

the farmer to the miner to the consumer suffers for it. 

 

 

40.  commentQuick / Thu Jun 02, 2011 01:49 pm EDT 

The Fed dumps $Trillions into the big Wall Street banks with QE 1 & 2.  Dumping all those 

dollars into the economy with no real economic growth in production produces huge amounts of 

inflationary pressure on all goods including commodities.  

 

The Wall Street banks take the huge amounts of free money (i.e., taxpayers' dollars) dumped in 

their laps by QE 1 & 2 and speculate in the commodities markets, making large profits on the 

INEVITABLE run up in inflated prices. 

 

Corporate Socialism with the taxpayer picking up the tab. 

 

 

41.  J / Thu Jun 02, 2011 01:59 pm EDT 

It doesn't matter now.  Commodities are in a tight trading range because the banks have tied up 

all of the capital that they could into commodities.  At some point, the influx of money necessary 

to keep a ponzi scheme running will dry up and supply&demand will take over.  I think that is 

what we are starting to see now as oil has been trading in a tighter range ever since dropping from 

$115/barrel.  All of the banks are likely trying to get out of oil without putting too much stress on 

the price. 

 

If the FED would stop with the QE crap, the banks would get hammered as the U.S. Dollar 

would likely rebound and spank the price of oil. 

 

 

42.  Bill / Thu Jun 02, 2011 02:21 pm EDT 

First, they got their bought and paid-for congressmen to pass the Commodities Futures 

Modernization Act and repeal Glass-Stegall.  They then proceeded to ruin the Country's economy 

through unethical (although not illegal thanks to the money they spend buying Congress) credit 

swaps and phony investment methods.  Once the house of cards fell, their Congress rushed to bail 

them out of their dirty deals with our money. 

 

Now they have taken that same money and used to pick our pockets for millions by running up 

commodities.  These guys are the lowest sort of scum.  They produce nothing and simply churn 

money to generate profits without any added value to anyone but themselves.  Our Government 

turns a blind eye and the politicians stick out their hands for contributions.  Truly sickening and we 

simply tolerate it.  [SS note: time to step out and not elect anyone who has held public office of 

any kind.  Unfortunately, we will lose some "good" ones in the process.  But we just don't have the 

time to investigate who has been accepting contributions or granting favors.  Elect people who 

"work for a living" and then only for a term-or-two.  They should view their elected jobs almost 

like getting drafted to serve their Country before returning to their civilian lives.] 

 

 

43.  A Yahoo! User / Thu Jun 02, 2011 02:22 pm EDT 

The taxpayer bailed them out and now they are screwing him with higher prices driven by their 

speculations.  I am just dying to see who will get his $500 million bonus this year. 

 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Commodity_Futures_Modernization_Act_of_2000
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Commodity_Futures_Modernization_Act_of_2000
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Glass%E2%80%93Steagall_Act
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44.  GlennQ / Thu Jun 02, 2011 02:27 pm EDT 

Oh.  Now I understand.  It's the big banks that are the speculators running up gas prices.  

Right?  The ones Obama says he wants to investigate.  Hummm … hasn't he already investigated 

them about 3 times already? 

 

A crook is a crook is a crook!  Throw the whole bunch in jail and then investigate how they are 

doing.  That should keep them in there for about 10 years without any result 

 

45.  Michael / Thu Jun 02, 2011 02:28 pm EDT 

Why-in-the -world are banks even allowed to trade commodities for their own account?  Their 

profits come at the expense of higher prices for real people.  Isn't it time that banks became just 

public utilities and not the wealth-sucking black holes that they have become?  Their profits are 

really just a hidden tax on the real producers of the economy.  [SS note: unless you have a truly 

honest utility regulation agency, that won't help either.  Too often, utilities "pay off" regulators to 

get their rates increased.  Same as the kickbacks given to Congress by special interest groups who 

get legislation passed that is favorable to them.] 

 

 

46.  Yahoo_Texan / Thu Jun 02, 2011 02:28 pm EDT 

Banksters took all your QE funny money; paid the Treasury (you and me) about 1%; went to 

the casinos; and we bailed them out.  Not happy with their bonuses and all the money they made 

on QE money, now they are charging high credit card fees and all kinds of junk fees.  Politicians 

are in their backpockets.  No one will investigate the banksters.  See Charles Ferguson’s "Inside 

Job" -- the documentary about the 2008 financial crash and no checks on banksters' speculative 

activities. 

 

[SS note: "Inside Job" is a 2010 documentary film about the financial crisis of 2007-2010.. The 

film was screened at the Cannes Film Festival in May 2010. The film won an Academy Award for 

Best Documentary Feature in 2011. 

 

Ferguson has described the film as being about "the systemic corruption of the United States 

by the financial services industry and the consequences of that systemic corruption."  In 5 parts, 

the film explores how changes in the policy environment and banking practices helped create the 

2008 financial crisis. 

 

"Inside Job" was well received by film critics who praised its pacing, research, and explanation 

of complex material.  The film ends by contending that despite recent financial regulations, the 

underlying system has not changed.  Rather, the remaining banks are only bigger while all the 

incentives remain the same.  And not a single top executive has been prosecuted for their role in 

the global financial meltdown.] 

 

 

 

47.  D / Thu Jun 02, 2011 02:32 pm EDT 

They cash in on EVERYTHING, given that they basically own "our" Government. 

 

Welcome to the PLUTOCRACY that is the UNITED CORPORATIONS OF AMERICA!! 

 

 

48.  Charles Kaplan / Thu Jun 02, 2011 02:39 pm EDT 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inside_Job_(film)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inside_Job_(film)
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Banks should be restricted from trading commodities.  It does nothing to help our economy 

prosper like making loans to business for job creation.  Banks trading commodities … Speculating 

only adds to inflation and has a negative impact on corporate profit.  In addition, it adds significant 

business as well as financial risk to these financial institutions.  It's time to draw the line on banks 

trading commodities before they over extend themselves and end up needing additional bailouts.  

Money the USA doesn't have. 

 

 

49.  commentjeffb / Thu Jun 02, 2011 02:44 pm EDT 

If you don't have a refinery or storage tanks and tankers, you shouldn't be able to trade oil 

futures.  Big Money getting more on our back! 

 

 

50. Kaos / Thu Jun 02, 2011 02:44 pm 

They bought gold with fake money interesting.  I know people used to get arrested for printing 

money and trying to buy something.  Somehow this Admin has made it legal.  Good job, Mr. 

Celebrity in Chief. 

 

 

51.  Reality / Thu Jun 02, 2011 02:55 pm EDT 

Isn't that special?  The U.S. taxpayers funded these pigs so they could manipulate oil prices and 

cash in. 

 

 

52.  Tommy / Thu Jun 02, 2011 03:00 pm EDT 

So our Taxpayer bailout money help the banks "bend us over" again with commodity 

speculation.  Hope they'll destroy themselves after the Middle Class is finished and the depression 

starts full swing.  We need some leaders!  [SS note: I believe that is the final answer to this (and 

other) dilemma.  But leaders who have never held public office and only want to serve a term-or-

two until the problems are fixed.  Someone incorruptible like an Elliot Ness or "John Wayne".  

One difficulty is getting someone known to the Nation at large (i.e., name recognition).  But with 

what Dwight Eisenhower warned about the military-industrial complex, that may not be possible.  

It may unfortunately take some cataclysmic event like an Armageddon event that disrupts 

everything and forces us to "start over".] 

 

 

53.  J / Thu Jun 02, 2011 03:00 pm EDT 

Thanks to 'commodity' trading(speculation), we pay exorbitant prices at the pump; the poor 

have to skip a meal a day; and those who do use gold and silver have to change their ways. 

 

 

54.  George / Thu Jun 02, 2011 03:10 pm EDT 

Why cash in now?  The dollar is just starting to tank and the only reason commodities are not 

even higher is that other currencies have faltered as well.  Any commodity traded in dollars is 

going only higher from here.  I wouldn't even call it speculation.  Commodity demand also driven 

by hedging against inflation.  More erosion of the dollar and just higher demand of raw materials 

by both developed and emerging markets. 

 

 

55.  commentjohngol / Thu Jun 02, 2011 03:11 pm EDT 
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Wow!  So basically they are manipulating oil, gold, etc.  They are making a ton of money and 

they don't even need to use their own money since we are lending it to them still at 0% interest 

(correct me if we are not).  And all of this is being done at our expense ... again! 

 

 

56.  commentlookforjack / Thu Jun 02, 2011 03:16 pm EDT 

Just another way the banks are sticking it to the consumer!  They won't be satisfied until they 

have every dime and we owe them every dime and enslave us all. 

 

 

57.  commentjohngol / Thu Jun 02, 2011 03:17 pm EDT 

And still we bailed them out suffered the consequences and still they puck us over!  And to this 

day, nobody is in jail.  Maybe because most of Obamass economic team are ex-Goldman Sachs 

employees. 

 

 

58.  Harry Johnson / Thu Jun 02, 2011 03:19 pm EDT 

U.S. taxpayer money used by crooked banks to profit off artificially-inflated commodities 

prices that U.S. taxpayers are forced to pay for at the grocery store and gas station.  Hard to believe 

that this is being allowed to happen.  How do you stop it?  [SS note: it has gone on in one form or 

another for hundreds of years in every government on the planet wherever law-making/enforcing 

people are "in bed" with those they are charged to regulate.  I suggest as a first step to elect only 

those who have never held public office before and are not millionaires.] 

 

 

59.  A Yahoo! User / Thu Jun 02, 2011 03:21 pm EDT 

So when a "loan" originates at these banks, they take the debt instrument to the FED window 

and ask for 8 times the amount of the loan (e.g., $200,000 home loan is now $1.6 million in FED 

"credit").  The banks then take this line-of-credit and trade with it.  Pay the FED back and make 

money on their "investments" (and in this case, commodities).  Must be nice... 

 

 

60.  Scott / Thu Jun 02, 2011 03:51 pm EDT 

Another example of parasites sucking the life out of our economy.  If the Government was 

working for us instead of them, there would be no speculation in food or strategic commodities.  

All that money they are taking out is being paid by the rest of us.  It is just going into their pockets 

and not generating any benefits to the productive economy and workers. 

 

 

61. KerrieL / Thu Jun 02, 2011 04:19 pm EDT 

All you have to do is read the headline to understand this entire article. 

1.  Government loans banks money at 0% interest. 

2.  Government puts "restrictions" and "consumer watch dogs" in place for "the people". 

3.  Banks lose money in fees but find that trading in commodities will make them huge 

amounts of money (hence driving inflation on EVERYTHING we use in our lives).  And 

funded by the Government that promises change!  It's here and it sucks. 

 

 

62.  Paul / Thu Jun 02, 2011 07:15 pm EDT 
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Thank you KerrieL and Scott and several of you.  All of you hit the head of the nail.  The 

banks and several corporations have multi-million salaries and bonuses for their officers and 

directors.  Too much greed.  How much is too much??? 

 

If we take just take about a week's worth of Obama's printing presses (6-8 billion/day) and 

building (jobs) for prisons, we could throw all of the greedy bums into jail (also the politicians, 

lawyers, bankers, and the Wall St. gangs) and throw them in our new prisons. 

 

Are we sheep or Free Americans??? 

 

 

63.  Philly1ball / Thu Jun 02, 2011 09:06 pm EDT 

Playing with the house money.  Keep on playing.  We are so #@$! 

 

 

64.  PaulRyanKilledGrandma / Thu Jun 02, 2011 11:04 pm EDT 

Stop the speculation NOW!  Make these speculators take delivery of the assets.  Name a new 

member to the U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission (the new appointment is due now).  

Don't let Obama name another corporate shill.  We need someone who will vote for and work for 

the people.  This has gone on long enough!  Why does Goldman Sachs get to earn a speculative 

profit of 40-50% on every commodity used by Americans while simultaneously manipulating the 

market?  THIS IS FRAUD and MUST BE STOPPED. 

 

 

65.  Mike M / Thu Jun 02, 2011 11:31 pm EDT 

And of course, QE at the Fed has the nice secondary effect of being highly inflationary in the 

commodity space.  Good for banks; Bad for people who have to drive a car or eat food. 

 

 

66.  yahoo user / Fri Jun 03, 2011 02:03 am EDT 

Maybe the big banks are cashing in on high commodity prices.  But they are having a hard time 

convincing the retail investor to step into the stock market so they can liquidate and do the same 

with their stock positions. 

 

 

67.  Lew Sr. / Fri Jun 03, 2011 09:52 am EDT 

Bankers are nothing more than cheap bookies.  Play with the other people's money.  The Mafia 

is more trustworthy. 

 

 

68.  BSC / Fri Jun 03, 2011 10:53 am EDT 

"Big Banks Cash In on Commodities" 

 

Why wouldn't they?  They control the headlines and invent-or-manipulate information to game 

the markets all to their benefit.  No longer content with an honest profit, they now want it all and it 

will only get worse as the Republicans deregulate any and all types of reform.  Sadly, those on the 

free market bandwagon wrapped in the flag are simply pawns of those who hold them in contempt. 

 

 

69.  Anonymous263 / Fri Jun 03, 2011 11:21 am EDT 
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And THERE it is, America.  For months you've been told this was an issue of "supply and 

demand".  Now FINALLY here is the proof.  Wall Street can no longer hide their MASSIVE 

profits at your expense. 

 

America, the truth is that your Government and President have SOLD OUT your interests to 

Wall Street.  The rich are prospering at your expense even as you struggle to feed your family. 

 

America needs new leadership in 2010.  And NOT a Republican.  Anyone voting Republican 

at this point in history is dumber than a stump or among the top 1%. 

 

And the U.S. Department of Treasury MUST be investigated for public corruption and 

obstruction of justice. 

 

 

70.  A Yahoo! User / Fri Jun 03, 2011 12:15 pm EDT 

Banksters = Crooks! 

 

 

71.  Super! / Fri Jun 03, 2011 12:56 pm 

People, stop keeping your money in bank accounts.  The less money you have in your 

accounts, the faster the banks will have to close their doors.  Together we can make these guys go 

out of business or at least bleed them out slowly just like they have done to the American people. 

 

The U.S. should default.  It is easier to start over then play this game of catch-up.  What 

business do you know that would not claim Bankruptcy under these conditions.  Just like all others 

that have BK, staying in business is much easier.  This would clean up Congress and the Federal 

Government overnight.  Let’s cut the fat off and start being lean.  Then we can concentrate on a 

real recovery and creating jobs. 

 

 

72.  Roger Bojarski / Fri Jun 03, 2011 01:10 pm EDT 

We need to shut down boo! Bank of Obama.  It's not his money he needs to be recalled for not 

living up to the oath he took of office.  What Prez would sue one of our own states because he 

knows there right he has failed this Country. 

 

 

73.  Adam Smith, Jr. / Fri Jun 03, 2011 01:25 pm 

R.I.C.O? 

 

 

74.  Donald Larkey / Fri Jun 03, 2011 02:00 pm EDT 

I think anyone who stands behind any either the Democrat or Republican parties are delusional.  

The Democrats controlled the Federal government for over 40 years at one time and what 

prosperity came out of that for the average citizen?  And the Republicans have come in and made a 

bad situation worse as of late. 

 

Now we have a Country that is divided, fighting to defend 2 parties that say what one side or 

the other wants to hear but fall short on actual results.  When you have to put that much effort into 

justifying failed policies of a particular party living on a hope that things will be okay, we've 

surrendered our own interests at that point. 
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This Country was founded on what we can do for ourselves and our own success.  When did 

we turn the corner to be known as a country of dependents and false promises?  Have we lost the 

pride of all those immigrants who toughed things out and fought to prevail?  Can we learn from 

many of our hard-working immigrants coming to this Country with the dream, hard work, starting 

businesses, and taking out student loans to educate themselves?  They aren't complaining; they're 

doing.  No party is going to give that motivation 

 

 

75.  commentjim green / Sun Jun 05, 2011 07:19 pm EDT 

So there you have it.  So much for the blah-blah talking heads saying the whole energy price 

run up is a function of the weakening dollar. 

 

 

76.  Bob / Mon Jun 06, 2011 02:23 pm EDT 

Again, there it is in black&white.  If these banks hadn't been given bailout money, maybe some 

of you would still have your homes.  THIS IS THE VERY REASON LOANS ARE HARD TO 

GET TODAY.  Too much money to be made with the money in their coffers!  This is what I've 

been telling people I know when the question "Where did the money go?" is asked. 

 

MONEY WORKS 24/7.  Why would these banks do anything else when they can make more 

driving commodities UP AND DOWN!!  The more money they have at their disposal, the more 

they can invest in these commodities that we all use on a daily basis. 

 

THESE ARE YOUR SPECULATORS THAT EVERYONE KNOWS ARE DRIVING OIL 

PRICES THROUGH THE PROFIT MAKING ROOF!  AND IT'S NOT JUST OIL!  RIGHT? 

 

I don't use banks anymore.  But I have nothing to put in them anymore anyway especially with 

no work to be had at any rate!  When things turn around and they need a fix at their mansions, they 

won't be getting a discount from me! 

 

By the way, this is another reason why real estate prices have kept going down. 

 

IT'S TAX TIME!  DON'T THEY HAVE TO PAY TAXES ON ALL OF THAT PROPERTY 

THEY HAVE TAKEN POSSESION OF? 

 

And that's why the rich keep getting richer. 

 

Big banks.  Banks.  PSHAW!!!  Jesus!  Where can I escape to? 
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